We propose a process calculus which explicitly models routing in a distributed computer network. We define a model which consists of a network of routers where the topology of routers is fixed. The calculus has three syntactic categories namely processes, nodes and systems. Processes reside in nodes which are connected to a specific routers which forms a system. Upon creation of new nodes, the routing tables are updated using flooding method. We show that the proposed routing calculi is reduction equivalent to its specification asynchronous distributed picalculus (ADpi). We believe that such modeling helps in prototyping the distributed routing algorithms.
Introduction
In the last decade, we have witnessed the birth of many calculus intended to support programming of global distributed systems. These formalisms, in [7, 12, 6, 4, 11, 1, 2, 10] , in general provide constructs and mechanisms at different abstraction levels. These models don't consider the actual topology or routing of the process communication as the Internet connectivity is neither a clique nor a forest of trees. We present a name passing calculus, DR π , (an elaboration of ADpi calculus [7]) with a realistic topology of nodes with routers to act as functions in determining the path from a source node to the destination node. We characterise the cost of communication to prove certain properties, such as path determination, about the routers with an aim to show their impact on the quality of service of the network. We develop the calculus for describing distributed computations explicitly in the presence of routers in an Internet like network. The new concept is that of a site for computational activity. It consists of named routers which host computational entities called nodes. Each node is directly connected to specific router. These sites run in parallel to form a large distributed network called a system. The communication between processes of any two nodes in this network is possible only through their respective routers. In Fig.1 we present a very simple network for the purpose of illustration. This network consists of three routers R 1 , R 2 and R 3 .
We gratefully acknowledge the support received from commonwealth scholarship commission, UK (Ref: INCS-2005-145 and INCF-2012-252) . The nodes l, m, n, o, p, q and r are connected to their respective routers R 1 , R 2 and R 3 as shown. The routers are connected through a fixed topology. There connectivity is a directed graph and is defined as Γ c . We shall view the routers as named functions which map set of node names to router names. Therefore the entries in the router function form a table called a routing table. The routing table at a router R is expressed as R . The routing tables at each router are used to determine the path of communication between the communicating processes.
In DR π , we describe a method for routing table update where upon creation of a new node we update all the routing tables in the network. The fundamental approach followed is very similar to breadth first traversal [3] of a graph. In DR π , we use two types of messages. One called as control messages which are involved in propagating the update information and updating the routing tables about newly created nodes in the network. The other is a value propagating message which is used to propagate and deliver values to the waiting input processes. Whenever a new node is created a set of control messages propagate in a breadth first search manner across the network of routers to update all the routing tables. As soon as all the routing tables are updated the control messages are automatically discarded by the semantics of the language. This method of routing table update is known as Flooding [13] . We use two types of control messages; one for propagating the update information to all the connected routers and another for updating the router tables. The control messages don't participate in the communication of values between the processes.
A typical system in DR π looks like R n[P] where a process is P is located at node n. The node n is directly connected to the router R. The systems reduce with respect to the router connectivity Γ c and therefore the reductions are defined on configurations. A configuration Γ c S consists of router connectivity Γ c and system S.
In Sections 2 and 3 we describe the syntax and semantics of DR π . Section 4 discusses the equivalence between DR π and its specification. Section 5 is the conclusion.
Syntax
We will use v, u, . . . to describe values which may be a name or a variable. We use variables a, b, c, . . . to range over channel names C or node names N. n, m, . . . are used to range over node names N and we use R, R 1 , R 2 , . . . to range over set
